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Sigma Finance Corporation - No Longer First 
Among Equals? 
BY CHRISTIAN PARKER AND EMMA OSBALDESTON 

Summary 

The UK Supreme Court (formerly the House of Lords), in its first appeal judgment, has overturned 
the decision of the Court of Appeal in the case of In re Sigma Finance Corporation (in 
administrative receivership) and determined that, on a proper construction of the security trust 
deed, the security trustee had no obligation to give priority to creditors whose debts matured first. 
In addition to being an important case in relation to the post-Lehman “clean up,” this is potentially 
a significant judgment in the context of the English law approach to the interpretation of contracts.  

Background 

Sigma Finance Corporation was the world’s largest structured investment vehicle (SIV), which 
invested in asset-backed securities and other financial instruments using funds raised by issuing, 
or guaranteeing, medium term notes and from other sources including liquidity facilities, 
derivatives, repos and capital notes. While the last two categories are unsecured, most of Sigma’s 
creditors are secured creditors pursuant to a security trust deed. Sigma aimed to make a profit 
from the difference between the cost of funding (generally on a short term basis) and the returns 
made on its investment portfolio (generally long term). However, as a result of the financial crisis, 
the value of Sigma’s assets fell well below its liabilities. An event of default (an “Enforcement 
Event”) was triggered pursuant to the security trust deed on 2 October 2008 and administrative 
receivers were appointed.  

Facts 

The security trust deed provided that on the occurrence of an Enforcement Event the receivers had 
a 60-day realisation period to create two pools of assets, one for short term secured liabilities and 
another for long term secured liabilities, with a view to matching Sigma’s outstanding liabilities. If 
the assets were less than the liabilities, the security trust deed provided that the pools would be 
reduced pro rata. However, clause 7.6 of the security trust deed also provided that: “During the 
Realisation Period the Security Trustee shall so far as possible discharge on the due dates therefor 
any Short Term Liabilities falling due for payment during such period, using cash or other 
realisable or maturing Assets of the Issuer.” The receivers asked the court to determine the proper 
construction of the clause when faced with competing creditors whose short and long term 
liabilities fell due at different times during and after the realisation period and assets that were 
insufficient to meet all those liabilities in full. The Court of Appeal, following the decision of the 
High Court, determined by a majority that the natural meaning of the clause required a “pay as 
you go” approach during the realisation period, so that the receivers were obliged to pay short-
term liabilities as they fell due, on a first-come first-served basis. Three classes of noteholders, 
who were set to receive nothing if this approach was followed, appealed. 
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Decision of the Supreme Court 

The Supreme Court, also by a majority, allowed the appeals of the noteholders whose debts fell 
due after the realisation period, emphasising that it was necessary to read the final sentence of 
clause 7.6 of the security trust deed (set out above) in the context of the enforcement provisions 
as a whole. In Lord Mance’s view, the Court of Appeal had attached too much weight to the natural 
meaning of the words and too little to the context in which they appeared. In order to ascertain 
the meaning the security trust would convey to a reasonable person with the relevant background 
knowledge, an understanding of the overall scheme of the security trust deed and a reading of the 
individual sentences and phrases in the context of that scheme was required. The conclusion of the 
Court of Appeal was seen as elevating a subsidiary provision to a level of predominance where it 
conflicted with the basic scheme of the security trust deed.  

In allowing the appeals of the noteholders whose debts fell due after the realisation period, the 
Supreme Court relied on the leading cases on contractual interpretation decided by the House of 
Lords over the last 30 years, and in particular the words of Lord Diplock in The Antaios that, “if 
detailed semantic and syntactical analysis of words in a commercial contract is going to lead to a 
conclusion that flouts business commonsense, it must be made to yield to business 
commonsense”.  

A distinction was drawn between the situation where the SIV was solvent and the current 
situation, where the SIV was effectively insolvent. The provision appeared in a context where it 
was assumed that all secured liabilities could be covered by the assets of the SIV and no issue of 
priority could arise because, if the issuer was solvent, it could discharge its debts as they fell due 
during the realisation period. If it was insolvent, the receivers would have difficulty in reconciling 
conflicting pressures to meet short term liabilities as they fell due during the realisation period at 
the same time as establishing pools for the benefit of short and long term creditors. It was seen as 
improbable that commercial parties would contemplate that, following so important an occurrence 
as an Enforcement Event, priority would be given to a particular group of creditors on the arbitrary 
basis that their indebtedness fell due during the realisation period (i.e., earlier than another class 
of purportedly equal ranking creditors).  

Lord Mance noted that, if clause 7.6 required a “pay as you go” regime in an insolvent situation, 
no provision would be made for the fees of the trustee or receivers, which would usually be 
standard practice, which suggested that it was never contemplated that payments would be made 
during the realisation period if it affected their entitlement to fees and expenses. In his view, to 
follow the “pay as you go” approach was to elevate the creditors whose debts fell due earliest to a 
special status, which the parties cannot have contemplated.  

Comment  

Previous SIV cases have focused on the contractual intention of the parties as opposed to the 
English law principle of pari passu distribution in insolvency, with the result that the High Court in 
Cheyne and Whistlejacket and the Court of Appeal in Golden Key interpreted certain payment 
provisions as requiring a “pay as you go” approach. The decision of the Supreme Court in Sigma 
may suggest a return to the principle of pari passu distribution, but this based on the construction 
of the specific contractual provisions. As the Court of Appeal noted, the relevant provisions of each 
SIV are so differently drafted so that the judgment cannot be seen as a precedent for which 
approach will be required by the courts in future cases.  

However, the decision highlights that the courts will construe contractual terms in the context of a 
document as a whole and the commercial purpose evidenced by such document and that an over-
literal interpretation may distort or frustrate the commercial purpose. As stated by Lord Collins, 
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“detailed semantic analysis must give way to business common sense”. While it was never 
explicitly mentioned in the judgment, this raises the question of how far the Supreme Court is 
influenced by considerations of fairness. It seems that the courts will in fact overlook the literal 
meaning of words to give effect to what they conclude the parties must have meant, even if this 
was not quite what they said. This increases uncertainty and makes it more likely, in this context, 
that contractual parties will have to resort to the courts in order to determine how to interpret 
such provisions. 
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